Abstract. Aiming at the shortcomings of the traditional reliability evaluation of electronic products, a life prediction method of electronic products was proposed which was based on the failure of physics and pseudo-failure data. First of all, based on the failure mode, failure mechanism analysis of electronic products, the sensitive performance parameters of the product was determined; then by monitoring the degradation amount of sensitive parameters, the model of electronics degradation path was built, and maximum likelihood method was used to estimate its parameters; finally, by setting the fault threshold value, the life distribution of electronic products was gained. Simulation showed that the evaluation accuracy of the method is higher and providing a new way to evaluate the reliability of electronic products.
Introduction
With the characteristics of wide application field, high integration and diversity type, electronic products have a great influence on people's life, so its reliability is becoming more and more important. Now, the conventional methods to evaluate the reliability of electronic products mainly include sampling inspection, reliability life tests or accelerated life tests, as well as to evaluation of the design and manufacturing process, which were based on corresponding standards and specification [1] .
Although the methods mentioned above could assess the reliability of electronic products, but in the process of product identification, it was only based on the assumption of "dual mode" (normal and failure) [2] , not considering the failure mode and failure mechanism of products, which cut off the relationship between the product reliability and fault mechanism, making assessment results subjectively and lacking certain typicality and representative.
Failure of Physics
As a new reliability evaluation and analysis technology, Failure of Physics (PoF) was known as "reliability technology in the 21st century", and it is widely used product in failure analysis and reliability assessment of products.
PoF methodology is based on the identification of potential failure mechanisms and failure sites for a device, product, or system. It studies the degradation process of product performance from the microscopic structure perspective, such as physical and chemical analysis, finding the fundamental reason for the failure, so as to guide people to improve products pointedly [3] .
The Theory of Degradation Path
Failure of electronic product not happened suddenly, but due to the performance degradation caused by some micro factors [4] including physical or chemical causes, eventually leads to product failure. Therefore we can estimate the product's degradation path to determine the actual failure time [5] , and use the performance degradation data to evaluate the reliability of product, instead of the traditional failure data [6, 7] .
Degradation path is a curve that describes the performance decline trend of the product [8] . Different test samples have different degradation path curve. For most of the products, there are four type degradation path mode to fit the degradation path effectively [9] : 
Maximum Likelihood
Maximum likelihood estimation is a theoretical point estimate method, the basic idea is through the reasonable parameter estimation, makes the occurring probability of sample data maximum, and thus improves the estimated accuracy of parameters. The specific algorithm is as follows:
By measuring the product's performance degradation data at different time, get sample data For sample j , the joint probability density function of 12 , , , j j ij y y y is:
To make j L maximum, only let the function (7) get minimum value:
Solve the partial derivative of Q respect to , jj  and make them equal to 0, we can get maximum likelihood value of , 
According to (8) , sample j 's degradation path model is obtained as follows:
Steps of Life Prediction
Base on PoF and pseudo-failure data, we can get the steps of electronic products' life prediction: (1) Analyze the failure mode, failure mechanism of electronic products, understanding the product's main failure mechanisms, so as to determine the sensible parameters that need monitor; (2) Based on the analysis of failure mechanism, select some samples randomly and monitor their sensitive parameters, get the sample data ( , ) 
Simulation
Take GL13 high-voltage relay for example, randomly selected eight samples, use the life prediction method mentioned above to predict their life. Refer to relevant literature and found that the main failure mode of GL13 high-voltage relay contains contact failure, coil failure, parameter drift, etc. table 1 provides the specific failure mode and mechanism. From table 1 we know that the main failure mode of relay is the contact resistance increasing and off contacting, the main fault mechanism is contact oxidation and electrochemical corrosion of coating, result in changes of contact resis. According to the degradation data, the actual degradation path of different samples were obtained, as shown in figure 1 .
From figure 1 , we know the degradation path obeys linear distribution, so choose function (1) 
Conclusion
Aiming at the shortcomings of current electronic product reliability evaluation, the paper proposes a electronic product life prediction method based on failure mechanism and pseudo-failure data. Apply failure modes, failure mechanisms and pseudo-failure data of electronic products in the lifetime prediction, by monitoring the sensitive performance parameter, the life distribution of electronic products was obtained. This method saves the cost and shortens the evaluation period, as well as provides a new solution to assess the reliability of electronic products.
